
Sever complaints and intense objections to Mr. Infantino, the president of FIFA. To Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS)

Complaint letter No. 4121402
 Date: May 28, 2018
 To: Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS)
 From: Golzang.com
Subject: Sever complaints and intense objections to Mr. Infantino, the  president of

FIFA. 

  

 Summary: Complaints and intense objections to Mr. Infantino and the FIFA  regarding the
issuance of a license for us to hold an annual  “Peace Tournament  of the Finals Cup” to
introduce the world’s best and strongest football team of  the year, which was named by  "Small
World Cup" under the name and for the  benefit of FIFA.
  
Dear Sir/Madam 

 Mr. Infantino, the president of FIFA, has recently proposed a plan, called  “Small World Cup”, or
the Tournament of the Finals. We would like to inform you  that our group, Golzang Website, on
Feb. 22, 2017, presented the same proposal  to FIFA's new management in a letter Numbered
4121395. 
 However, we put forward this proposal for the first time in 2007 and it was  published in the
Iranian media, 90 Sport Newspaper and it was also mentioned on  the website of ISNA News
Agency  in Iran and the proposal was praised there as  an innovative plan and we sent a letter
to the former management of FIFA. This  plan was also corresponded to the Iranian Football
Federation. 
 The former management not only did not respond to our proposed tournament, but  they
committed malversation in an unobtrusive way, and proposed some of our  plans, like two-year
World Cup and Smart Ball, under their own name (Sep Blatter). 
 In addition, this may have caused them to fail and fall, and they were  eliminated from football
and the FIFA. Unfortunately, with this new proposal  suggested by Mr. Infantino, and
considering that our proposal for holding the  tournament for the finals was presented unfairly
under their own name and under  the fake title of the "Small World Cup". Now one can
understand that the same  form and manner of the previous FIFA management is coming up in
the new  management board. As stated in our letter and proposition, we stated that we  have all
the material and moral rights to this tournament and we would like to  receive the privilege of
holding it. Our purpose of making this proposition was  to have the benefits of this tournament
for ourselves and for our country, Iran.  The tournament will be held permanently or every
two-year in Iran, like many  international tournaments in many countries, such as the ones held
on the day of  independence or under the name of the President Cup, etc. We did not want the 
FIFA to hold the tournament and introduce it under its name! We also did not  intend to direct its
benefits to the FIFA! 
 Mr. Infantino and the presidential board of FIFA were not that fair and  reasonable to give
reference to the original developer of the plan (Staff at  Golzanf.com) and consider our benefits
of both corporeal and material rights.  Following are some of the cases that the FIFA and its
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new management board do  not consider or observe:
 1. Unfaithfulness and immorality by committing malversation.
 2. Failure to respect copyright law and misuse of others' achievements for  personal gain.
 3. Inobservance of the basic moral principles.
 4. Abuse of job position for personal gain
 5. A kind of disrespect for the ideas, opinions and personality of the fans and  the public
opinions.
 Therefore, we hereby officially claim our rights and announce our complaint and  we would like
the CAS to consider this case and urgently resolve this matter and  consider our rights:
 1. Acquiring the license of holding this tournament for us as the main inventor  of the idea to
fully enjoy the rights and interests.
 2. The FIFA’s official announcement mentioning our website and group as the main  developer
of this unique design.
 3. Iran's priority for the annual holding of this project and tournament on a  permanent basis.
 It should be noted that all the required documents are enclosed to this letter  and the names of
some members of the group are listed under the pseudonym (Pooya  Adam and Pooya Pooya)
in the media. Also, all the letters, correspondences,  transcripts and documents are available on
our website.
 FIFA should be fair. We have been pursuing this initiative for more than a  decade, and we
have made an effort to register and achieve it and have been  working hard for it.
 Mr. Infantino must consider his conscience! Most importantly, public opinion and  football lovers
are conscientious. It is not fair that everything ends in Mr.  Infantino’s name and interests!
 Therefore, here again we declare that we resolutely and seriously pursue this  matter and give
our complaint and we know at any time and place that it is  necessary to file a sue to the
judicial, legal, media and national and  international organizations and institutions. In addition,
we will pursue  rigorously and steadfastly our rights in order to obtain and receive our rights  in
relation to this tournament.
  
 Yours,
 Mr. Golzang
Director of the Golzang Diplomacy Football Association

 Address: Iran - Isfahan - PO Box: 81395-177
 Email: info@sportdiplomacy.info
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